1. Main Research Results

Synthesis of functionalized molecules and macromolecules, control of nano structure of polymer materials, and creation of novel function of polymer were widely studied.

Continued work:
(1) design and synthesis of topological gels
Novel synthetic method for poly(crown ether) was developed utilizing the characteristics of rotaxane. To avoid the accidental penetration of the propagation end into crown ether cavity leading to gelation, initial polymerization of wheel component of crown ether-based [2]rotaxane was followed by elimination of the axle moiety to give poly(crown ether) without any gelled material.

(2) design and synthesis of high performance polymers
Design and synthesis of high performance polymers having 9,9-diarylfluorene moieties in the main chain. Diarylfluorene is characterized by its cardo structure affecting polymer solubility, thermal stability, optical properties. New monomer 9,9-diaryl-9-silaefluorene was developed and applied to polyester which showed high refractive index and low birefringence in addition to high solubility and thermal stability.

New work:
(3) design and synthesis of stable artificial helical polymers
Designing of helical molecules having large cavity of which size is freely controlled was studied and novel helical polymers were prepared.

(4) main chain structure of polyacetylene main chain and its dynamic change
Polyacetylene having rotaxane side chains was prepared and its main chain structure was studied mainly based on the results of Raman spectra characteristic of cis and trans main chain structures. Dynamic change from cis to trans was observed.
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